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What’s New in Blackboard Learn: Feature Guide for End Users 
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Blackboard Learn Enhancements 

Accessibility enhancement – ARIA landmarks 
Feature enhancement for all users  

ARIA landmarks have been incorporated in the course menu and the content area to better define the 
page structure and assist users with screen readers in navigating page elements. Additionally, the first-
time user overlay has been removed to improve accessibility for all.  

Chemistry notation support  
Feature enhancement for all users  

Chemistry tools, like an embedded periodic table of elements, are now included in the math editor 
found in the Content Editor. 
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Course availability status  
Feature enhancement for instructors  

From the main course view, you can now easily see an open or closed padlock icon representing the 
availability of the course to students and quickly change the availability with one click, saving both time 
and effort. This new feature can be seen below, next to tools such as Student Preview and the Edit 
Mode toggle. 
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Delete multiple gradebook columns  
Feature enhancement for instructors 

The #1 requested feature voted by clients on the Community Site, you can now delete multiple 
gradebook columns at once making managing the gradebook even easier. When deleted, manual and 
calculated columns are removed completely; columns associated with gradable items are cleared of 
attempt and grade data, but remain in the Grade Center.  

 

Discussion board “replies to me”  
Feature enhancement for all users  

Keeping up with large discussion board forums is made easier with the addition of a “Replies to me” 
count and filter so unread replies to your own posts can be easily identified and read. 
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Enhanced mobile experience for Blogs and Journals 
Feature enhancement for all users  

You will now have a much-improved experience using Blogs and Journals on your mobile device. For 
example, options for filtering posts or navigating groups or users will appear below currently viewed 
posts. 

Enhanced mobile experience for navigating Learn 
Feature enhancement for all users  

It is now much easier to navigate the system and course menus on 
mobile devices. When you access Blackboard Learn through mobile 
devices, you’ll notice that the navigation has been moved to a 
hamburger menu that remains there when you move from screen to 
screen. Tabs and subtabs now appear in your navigation choices. My 
Blackboard has also been incorporated into the system menu for easier 
access. Within a course, the menu opens and closes more easily, 
improving the overall experience. 

Grade display standardization  
Feature enhancement for instructors 

To provide greater consistency and standardization, all gradebook columns (online and downloads) and 
My Grades now support up to five decimal points, are not rounded, and are consistent for all display 
types (score, percentage, letter grade).  
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Additional Resources 

Blackboard Help Site 
• Blackboard's help site is your one-stop-shop to find product documentation for Blackboard 

products, including Blackboard Learn. This site allows anyone to view help documentation 
(students, instructors, or administrators), while adaptive search and tagging help you find what 
you’re looking for. Check it out here: 

o https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/ 

Blackboard Community Site 
• The Blackboard community is the largest organized network of e-learning users. Join the 

conversation with other educators here: 
o https://community.blackboard.com/community/questions/educator 

• Make sure that your ideas about our products and the future of teaching and learning are heard 
loud and clear by peers and Blackboard staff here: 

o https://community.blackboard.com/community/ideasmain 
• Check out the Blackboard Innovative Teaching Series (BITS) hosted by Blackboard’s community 

of users and product experts to hear strategies and best practices for increasing efficiency and 
improving learning outcomes. You can register for live webinars or watch recordings of past 
webinars here: 

o https://community.blackboard.com/groups/higheredbits 

https://en-us.help.blackboard.com/
https://community.blackboard.com/community/questions/educator
https://community.blackboard.com/community/ideasmain
https://community.blackboard.com/groups/higheredbits
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